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THESIS SUMMARY 

 

The thesis subject is based on the desire to analyze in parallel the vocal phenomenon in 

various hypostases and to identify the most efficient methods of shaping and refining the 

voice. The paper, throught its content, yearns to be a worthy insight on the most efficient 

methods and techniques of education, development, refinement and care of the voice. 

The artistic experience and personal activities of refining the vocal and interpretative 

technique, along with the pedagogical experience in shaping and educating the voice of 

future actors and other professional categories who are using their voice intensely, 

represented the core foundation of this paper. Concurrently, the phenomenon Commedia 

dell’arte awoke my interest, through its colour palette of vocal notes and hypostases, the 

fervor by which each actor passes from canto to speech while the body is constantly moving, 

becomes quite a challenge. In this type of play, vocal speech, spoken sonorous effects and 

canto come together and intertwine with scenic movement and gestures, unveiling the actors’ 

complex side. 

The paper is based on a broad investigation and documentation on the speciality 

literature, taking account of methods, techniques and theories of different schools, in regard 

to the education and refinement of vocal qualities. Therewith, the subjects’ complexity 

required a transversal and interdisciplinary approach, therefore other areas such as anatomy, 

psychology, speech pathology, emotional intelligence, speech therapy, analysis techniques, 

etc. were also investigated. 

The thesis aim is to identify the ensemble of efficient techniques in developing vocal 

qualities meant to improve the professional evolution of actors and of those for whom the 
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profession demands an intense use of the voice, having as a leaving point the adequate 

techniques of shaping the scenic voice in the canto art.  

In order to achieve this I wanted to enhance the value of the entire theoretical and 

practical support, through a structured, organized and disseminated information, so that the 

paper can become a practical, applicative and accessible instrument, and at the same time to 

lead towards performance.  For that purpose I followed a few objectives : 

 Inventory of the best vocal techniques meant to obtain perfection in canto art 

and their transposition, in a way more accessible and easier to understand for future 

actors ; 

 Scientific explanation regarding methods of voice education, shaping and 

refinement, through correlation with other subjects, so that the process may be 

understood overall ; 

 Confirmation of the essential role that Commedia dell’arte plays in the 

development of vocal qualities of the future actor ; 

 Establishment of a set of practical exercises in order to develop the vocal 

qualities of future actors, but also of other professional categories that work in areas 

where the voice is highly used. 

The method of research consisted in going over and analyzing the main treaties of 

canto masters, the representative canto schools (Italian, German, French and Russian) as well 

as the representatives of the Romanian canto school. Following the basic bibliography, I 

added along the way specific, necessary and mandatory titles for describing the scientific and 

vocational areas approached. For example, I have studied certain scientific and Ph.D. papers 

found in the libraries of music academies or other universities, mainly scientific papers from 

speech theraphy, speech pathology and psychology areas. The list of studied papers was 

supplemented with a series of studies dedicated to Commedia dell’arte and the history of 

universal theatre. As to the method of research, I used the historical-comparative one, the 
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paper being organized and structured according to analytical principles, giving an insight 

from exterior toward the main theme.  

As a practitioner of canto art, not a theoretician, I focused my entire work on practical 

and essential aspects that come in handy for the future actor. The transversal and 

interdisciplinary approach comes as a novelty. The importance of this paper lays especially in 

the chosen theme, in particular the use of refinement techniques of vocal qualities specific for 

professional artistic canto, in order to improve the vocal qualities of future actors, and of 

course, other professional categories that work in areas where the voice is highly used. I also 

mentioned the group that reunites ‘the people responsible with the assistance voice’, because 

they represent an expanding segment, whose needs for improvement are getting more 

sophisticated. Unfortunately, they do not undergo postgraduate training in order to develop, 

shape and improve their vocal qualities, like singers and actors, therefore their training in this 

area is limited only to professional qualification courses with a lenght of two-three days. 

Consequently, the paper has a highly applicative character and represents a set of 

practical information, solutions, methods and exercises, meant to solve important issues for 

voice development and shaping, from breathing technique to support, articulation, diction 

and vocal apparatus care. 

The paper is structured in two main parts, the first one entitled Incursion in the 

universe of voice and sounds, is mainly theoretical and covers quite a large area of the paper. 

This is due to the fact that these parts are numerous and important to acquire coherence. 

Therefore, the first chapter entitled Voice – introductory notes, evolution, presents 

rigorously the essential moments in the evolution of voice, speech and canto. An overall view 

on the evolution of canto makes it easier to understand and perceive the style of each period, 

which is useful to both actor and professional lyric artist, given the fact that during their 

artistic career, through their roles they have the privilege to interfere with a world in various 

hypostases.    

Also, in this chapter, during my research I underlined the preoccupation of many 

experts from various areas, as to the voice as an object of study for engineers, physicists, 
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information services, sociologists, psychologists, doctors or mathematicians.  Certain 

theoretical and practical aspects were discussed, such as: voice changes throughout life, 

features that give voice personality, voice classification, comparison between the singing and 

speaking voice. All these are key notions in understanding the process of voice education and 

training. 

Taking into consideration that speech is based on anatomo- physiological processes, 

the second chapter entitled Vocal apparatus, the perfect musical instrument, presents key 

notions about the structure and operation of the phonetic apparatus. To know the anatomy 

and physiology of the phonetic apparatus, along with training the voice according to the 

physiological mechanisms that produce sounds, brings great advantages for training the voice 

because: it is a more rational approach; mistakes can be easily spotted and explained; the 

accidents to vocal cords can be more efficiently prevented and handled; the singer can guide 

its own development. No matter how talented is an individual, he can have the best results 

only when the mechanisms that he wishes to use in order to impress the listeners are 

accordingly trained, such as any singer or actor. 

The third chapter is dedicated entirely to the vocal technique in the professional artistic 

canto, because in this area there were always methods and techniques that became useful 

tools in perfecting artistic expressiveness. I have pointed out the importance and 

characteristics of the vocal techniques belonging to the three main European schools, 

respectively the vocal technique of the Italian School, the vocal technique of the French 

School and the vocal technique of the German School. 

Another issue described to length is the correct breathing technique, this being 

considered the basis of vocal technique. It depends on how we appropriate the correct 

breathing technique so that we can use it along our career, taking into consideration that it 

can determine success, wellbeing and most important  the longevity of a successful career. 

Only with a correct breathing we obtain a strong base, both artistically and technically. All 

developed techniques focus on correct breathing, importance of natural tone, vocal gesture 

equilibrium, equal transmission, resonance amplification as well as other aspects such as 

attack and diction.  
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The second part of the thesis, entitled Commedia dell’arte, practical notes on specific 

techniques of professional artistic canto, focuses on practical aspects, that combine the 

specific theories on professional artistic canto with the play Commedia dell’arte. 

The choice for this field of study is mainly because its provocative nature. Commedia 

dell’arte represents a permanent source of ideas, analysis, scenic constructions and technical 

details, for any teaching staff involved in training the future actor, given its generous offer of 

theatrical experiments very valuable in the process of training students, of images, masks, 

movement, gestures, costumes, speech and canto. The existence of an interdependence in the 

process of student training, between the one who searches for appropriate techniques to a 

correct posture during performance and the one who searches and implements specific 

techniques for diction, gesture, movement or canto, creates the premises towards 

performance. The key to success in training the actor is represented by the teams’ 

contribution, that is everyone trained in the pedagogical process, thus we can certainly say 

that ‘work with body and mind, with every and each muscle and vowel, every gesture, 

expression of an idea, spiritual and physical health have been and will always be the roots of 

the performance’.
1 

For the student, Commedia dell’arte is ‘a true school of artistic training’
2
. Not by 

chance, the student who studies acting must be able to interpret all classical characters of the 

genre. He must be competent, so that through movement, dance, gestures, acrobatics, 

pantomime and canto, to show that he possesses distinctive qualities that contribute to the 

success of a performance. Through his voice, he must prove that he can be an authentic 

Lover; a funny Arlecchino – not only by mask and costume, but also by expression, gestures 

and movement; or by replacing the mask to become through attitude and movement a 

genuine Pantalone; and through his speech a bothersome Dottore, who has always some latin 

motto for everything.  

Regarding the importance of Commedia dell’arte, as a study for future actors, the actor 

Mihai Malaimare firmly believes that ‘to study Commedia dell’arte is mandatory, is almost 

                                                           
1
 Olga Mărculescu, Commedia dell’Arte, Editura Univers, Bucureşti, 1984, p. 23. 

2
 Ibidem, p.23. 
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the synthesis of the entire theatre pedagogy. If you pass through these caudine forks it is 

pretty possible to become an actor. If not…..’
3
 all that is left is anticipation.  

Full of energy, the play Commedia dell’arte signifies for the actor or the future actor, 

such is our case, a vocal point of view, a demand sometimes carried to excess through the 

variety and complexity of roles, tonality, vocal expressiveness, dialect, vocal effects, all 

combined with movement, dance, acrobatics, mask and equilibrium in the play. Here, the 

actor becomes ‘an unmatched performer because he has to be the best speaker, singer, 

acrobat, dancer, juggler and the most intelligent, literate and kind man’
4
. The path towards 

performance in the play Commedia dell’arte is according to Mihai Malaimare, ‘awfully long 

and laborious’
5 

and we must agree because he is the most competent modern actor and 

dedicated teacher to this genre, who understood that ‘to have a body than you can control 

means a lot of work even where is plenty of predisposition, as the path towards performance 

is infinitely long, performance itself being just a stake, meant to be surpassed as it is never 

enough, there is always room for more’
6
. 

Thus, Commedia dell’arte is a challenge for those responsible of training the future 

actor, an acknowledgment for analysts, researchers and theatre practitioners in the viability of 

concepts ‘full actor’
7 

or ‘the work of the actor with himself’
8 

and a genuine school for 

students of acting.  

The first chapter Commedia dell’arte, a dramatic play of great impact as to the actors' 

complex training, brings forward certain theoretical and practical aspects regarding the 

theatrical phenomenon Commedia dell’arte. In this way, I briefly went over the contextual 

emergence and the evolution of Commedia dell’arte phenomenon and the main 

characteristics of the genre. A close look on the characters in Commedia dell’arte pointed out 

their main characteristics. Arlecchino, Brighella, Pulcinella, Capitano, Pantalone, Dottore, 

                                                           
3
 Mihai Mălaimare, Commedia dell’Arte clipa astrală a teatrului universal, Editura Tracus Arte, București, 

2011, p.93. 
4
 Ibidem, p.94. 

5
 Ibidem, p.93. 

6
 Ibidem, p.93. 

7
 Concept that belongs to Jerzy Grotowski (1933-1999), polish director and theater theoretician. 

8
 Concept which also gives the title of  the book written by  Konstantin Sergheevici Stanislavski (1863-1938), 

russian director, who had an important infuence in the preparation technique for actors. 
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Colombina and Lovers, are characters inspired from normal life who bring forward an image 

full of colour and dynamism. 

Given the fact that in speech the voice must adjust according the character, Commedia 

dell’arte offers a great variety of tones, tone colour and types of pronunciation. These and 

other elements complete and define the character. All the details, respectively the characters’ 

origin, character, clothing, mask, movement and gestures, were detailed in the research, 

according to those who have studied thoroughly the Commedia dell’arte phenomenon. At the 

same time, I analysed the vocal aspects of speech and canto of all characters, in correlation 

with the other aspects mentioned above. It must be emphasized that music and canto, the 

main components of Commedia dell’arte, create a perfect symbiosis with acting 

improvisation. 

Taking into consideration that in the plays Commedia dell’arte everything is 

exaggerated (as to mask, movement, gestures, speaking or physical flaws), speech and canto 

follow the same path, which requires a lot from the vocal point of view. 

I have demonstrated therefore the importance of voice in Commedia dell’arte, in order 

to present the next chapter, entitled Specific methods and techniques for professional artistic canto 

used to train the actor for the roles in Commedia dell’arte, that unveils aspects on voice management. 

A comparison made from the point of view of management roles, between the organisational 

management and the set of activities designed to qualitatively educate and form the voice, pinpointed 

the correspondence relation on five roles. Thus we have the roles of planning, organising, 

coordination, training and control-evaluation, also present in the process of voice education and 

formation. Given these the reasons, this process can be defined as Voice management. The notion can 

be used also for breathing management, correct transmission management or any other specific 

techniques for singing and speaking. 

In the process of training the voice, no matter if we refer to the singer, actor or other profession 

that implies the intense use of the voice, it is necessary to follow more phases, in particular: 

1. Identify the native vocal values and flaws; 
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2. Setting proper vocal techniques in order to enhance values and diminish 

flaws or eliminate them; setting techniques according to the role 

particularities; 

3. Vocal training – implementation and practice of techniques acquired 

previously; 

4. Permanent care of the voice, mantaining and adjusting techniques according 

to neccesities.   

This chaper also emphasizes the role of the canto teacher in the development of actors’ 

vocal qualities. The professional development of the future actor depends mainly on the 

teachers ability to establish proper vocal techniques, given the native type of voice
9
, 

customized, to explain and make sure that they are correctly implemented. Chapter three, 

entitled Cultivating vocal qualities, from necessity to art in  Commedia dell’arte, presents a series of 

exercises that encompass the vocal training program.  

Chapter four, entitled Voice therapy and vocal hygiene, concentrates on aspects related 

to the health of the vocal apparatus. In this matter, are numbered different types of 

dysphonies and factors that may disrrupt the optimum functioning of the voice, as wel as a 

series of recommendations and suggestiontions on vocal hygiene. The importance of 

multidisciplinary team work is underlined in order to achieve performance. So, along with 

the canto teacher, a great responsibility reverts also on the speech teacher, speech pathologist, 

speech therapeut, vocal therapeut or psychologist, if neccesary.  

In a personal style, I created an analogy between the process of building a house and 

the process of achieving performance, in speech and canto. First of all, we need a strong, 

efficient and beautiful house, as to ourselves, we follow to achieve performance in canto and 

speech, from the point of view of quality and longevity. Similar to building a house, in the 

process of training and shaping the voice is important to build on solid ground, and that is 

possible only when we focus on its consolidation, on each and single element (native vocal 

characteristics, theoretical and practical knowledge on the professional artistic canto and 

speech, strong knowledge about the role, motivation). The ‘craftsmen’ and the ‘tools’ are 

                                                           
9
 The most imporant step for the entire vocal education process.  
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also important, in our situation the canto teacher and the future actor. The final result 

depends on the way the teacher establishes the adequate techniques and their implementation 

by the student. They represent the true support pillars of the process. Using the same 

comparison, it is obvious that such a house that fulfills all of the above needs other quality 

elements, in our case these are the adequate practical exercises. Therefore, if we consider 

each element engaged in this process, there are high chances to reach performance and 

possess a quality vocal apparatus that will fulfill the artistic requirements throughout the 

career.  

Finally, I wish to emphasize that it is essential for actors to use the best techniques and 

methods of training and refining the voice during the first years of study, because as 

Stanislavski underlined in The work of the actor with himself ‚the artist must show on stage 

completely armed, from head to toe, and the voice is an important part of its means of 

creation’
10

. That is exactly why I repeat the authors’ urge to all students: ‚Take advantage of 

your youth and the study period. If you do not accomplish this now, you will not do it in the 

future either, and constantly throughout your life on the stage, this gap will pull you back. 

Your voice will be your enemy, instead of your friend’
11 

. 

 

 

                                                           
10

 Konstantin Sergheevici Stanislavski, Munca actorului cu sine însuși, Editura Nemira, 2013,p.63. 
11

 Ibidem., p.63. 


